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From Warfare to Welfare: veterans, military charities and the blurred spatiality of Post-Service welfare

Abstract
The military offers a form of welfare-for-work but when personnel leave they lose this safety net, a loss
exacerbated by the rollback neoliberalism of the contemporary welfare state. Increasingly the third sector
has stepped in to address ete a s
state/ a ket/ o

elfa e eeds th ough ope ati g ithi a d a oss ilita / i ilia a d

u it spa es a d ultu es. I this pape

e use oth ete a s a d

ilita

ha ities

experiences to analyse the complex politics that govern the liminal boundary zone of post-military welfare.
Th ough e plo i g

ossi g a d

idgi g

e o eptualise

ilita

ha ities as

ou da

su je ts ,

active yet dependent on the continuation of the civilian-military binary, and argue that the latter is better
understood as a multidirectional, multiscalar and contextual continuum. Post-military welfare emerges as
a competitive, confused and confusing assemblage that needs to be made more navigable in order to
ette suppo t the he oi poo .
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1. Introduction
The armed forces have long been significant in the provision of welfare, although its nature, extent and
quality have varied over time and space. Cowen (2005: 655), drawing on the American experience, argues
that military service offers a fo

of elfa e fo

o k that e a ded service and sacrifice with access to

public goods such as housing, health-care, pensions and recreation. These still provide an incentive to signup for the armed forces, especially amongst marginalised sections of society (Cowen and Siciliano, 2011).
In contrast, military welfare in the UK formed a template for the provision of welfare to civilian society
through the post-war formation of the welfare state and National Health Service (NHS), in part to
compensate soldiers and citizens for their service to a national cause (Basham, 2013; Cowen, 2008a).
To date most academic research has focused on military welfare as a recruitment tool, particularly in the
USA (Cowen and Siciliano, 2011; MacLeavy and Peoples, 2009), yet if enhanced welfare benefits are an
incentive to join the armed forces, they are a necessity upon departure. Previous research has revealed
that those leaving the forces, whether through choice, redundancy or medical discharge, are more likely
to suffer from social or medical problems as a result of service life (Carlson et al., 2013; Higate, 2000;
Johnsen et al., 2008; Mechanic, 2004; White et al., 2012). However, when people leave the military, their
welfare ceases to be the concern of their unit and, instead, former military personnel rely on the civilian
elfa e state a d/o a a a of

ilita

ha ities a d ete a s organisations, depending on the nature

and length of their service. Very often the way that ete a s are defined determines who can access postservice welfare as well as the quantity and quality of that provision. In the USA more support is available
to service personnel who have seen active service while Swedish employers look favourably on veterans.
In Australia, a veteran is defined as someone been deployed actively overseas and, similarly, the Dutch
treat a veteran as someone who has served in war or on United Nation operations (Dandecker et al., 2006).
Differences not only exist between but also within countries (Basham, 2013; Skocpol, 1992; Ware, 2010),
requiring ex-service personnel to negotiate a confusing and overlapping terrain of welfare provision upon
leaving the armed forces. This has been given particular pertinence given the roll-back of the civilian
welfare state, troops being discharged from recent conflicts with mental or physical disabilities and large
numbers of redundancies from the armed forces.i There is a pressing need to understand better the ways
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in which post-military welfare is delivered to individuals but, to date, there has been little attempt by
academics to piece this puzzle together or to examine how ex-Service personnel are placed within the
changing framework of welfare provision.
In this paper we begin to fill this gap by examining the complex and ambiguous terrain of ex-Service
pe so

el s elfa e i the UK by paying particular attention to the role of charities that specifically provide

for serving personnel, veterans and their families he eafte

efe ed to as

ilita

ha ities . Through

exploring the contemporary landscape of military welfare in the UK, we introduce and develop the concept
of

ou da

ilita

i a

su je ts ,

hi h e og ises the si ulta eous spa

ete a s a d

ilita

i g of, but dependence on, a civilian-

ha ities. This highlights the o ple politi s a d d a i po e

differentials as charities move in and out of different relationships with each other and the state; the
increasing hybridisation of the third sector leads us to propose that the civilian-military binary is better
understood as an adaptive continuum along which these relationships move. In this paper we explore and
analyse the different ways in which the third sector maintains its position within the competitive and
slippery landscape of military welfare in the UK through its relations with the state, ex-Service personnel
and other organisations.
We recognise that the distinction between civilian and military spaces, practices and relations is blurred
(Woodward, 2004) but, nonetheless, the discourse of a binary persists in the language, attitudes and
practices of both military charities and ex-Service personnel (Herman and Yarwood, 2014). Important
factors underlying the construction and persistence of this binary are the vested interests and entangled
power relations that constitute this arena. The geographies of the civilian-military continuum, as
experienced by ex-Service personnel, are real and everyday, lived through their domestic, work and leisure
spaces and shaped by their social relations, mobilities and emotional geographies. However, here, we are
focusing more abstractly on these perceived border zones in order to explore the social and power relations
that shape welfare delivery. Boundaries have long played an integral part in social theorising (Riesch, 2010)
and we recognise them as zones of interaction, which can lead to tension, negotiation, conflict and
opportunity. Gi e thi d se to o ga isatio s o

o positio as gatekeepe s

ithi

ilita

elfa e i

the UK it is therefore important to conceptualise the roles that they occupy, and the underlying politics of
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this, in order to better understand their relations with the users of their services. Recognising their role
th ough the o ept of ou da

su je ts highlights the i

easi gl o ga isatio al atu e of espo di g

to welfare needs (Milligan and Fyfe, 2005), which offers a more complex and grounded understanding of
how the nation deals with the moral obligations to its ex-Service personnel.
Our paper is divided into four main sections. We first introduce the third sector and its relations with the
state, positioning this in relation to welfare in general and military welfare in particular. In the second
section we position the military-civilian binary as a discursive construction and introduce the concept of
the ou da

su je t to a al se the o ple i te -agency politics and relations involved in its continuing

endurance, conceptualising this through third sector-state-market-community relationships. To explore
these ideas, the empirical sections draw upon qualitative interviews with 25 ex-Service personnel and 11
military charity representativesii conducted in 2012 in and around Plymouth, UK.iii This city has a large
military presence and, although the number of people serving in the armed forces has declined, there are
still around 20,000 veterans living in Plymouth (Devon County Council, 2014), making up nearly 10% of the
adult population.iv Given this concentration, a number of national and local Service charities are based in
the city and its surroundings, which offer support for veterans. These include a Royal British Legion (RBL)
drop-in office; the Naval Service Recovery Centre operated by Help for Heroes (H4H); a branch of the
Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association (SSAFA) as well as various regimental and service
associations. Through exploring the experiences of both veterans and military charities we illuminate the
ways in which military/civilian relations are understood and politicised by the individuals and organisations
who move through and populate the military-civilian border-zone. We conclude by proposing that, while
the rhetoric of a binary persists, a continuum offers a more accurate representation of the varying and
dynamic relations and practices that constitute this border-zone between civilian and military, state and
third sector. In our discussion, the contextual spaces of work, leisure and welfare fall into the background
but remain critical to the experience of both organisations and individuals; furthermore, their mutually
constitutive relations with the social (Valentine, 2001) ensure that the complex politics of this terrain
translate into a blurred and porous spatiality, governed by the dynamism and contingency of the militarycivilian continuum. Although our work is UK based, our exploration of post-rollback welfare makes our
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research relevant beyond the UK context in a range of neoliberal welfare settings and post-transitional
landscapes.

2. The State, the Third Sector and Welfare
“i pl defi i g the thi d se to is i t i si all p o le ati as this

ide, hete oge eous a d d a i

grouping can seem highly disparate in practices, contexts and discourses (Alcock, 2012). Nonetheless, this
assemblage of charities, social enterprises, community groups, nongovernmental organisations and cooperatives is gene all

oadl u de stood as

ot the state a d ot the

a ket ibid: 221). However, in

the UK and elsewhere, the third sector has assumed a growing role in public service delivery over the past
20 years (Alcock, 2012; Milbourne, 2009; Najam, 2000), which is breaking down the traditional distinctions
between it, the state and the market. Relationships between the state and third sector are nothing new
ut the latte s h pe a ti e

ai st ea i g i the UK f o

o

a ds (Kendall, 2009) combined with

post-2008 austerity measures arguably exacerbates the tensions in these relationships as third sector
organisations respond and adapt to budget-balancing cuts.
While relations with the state can be characterised by co-option and confrontation, they can equally reflect
cooperation and complementarity, and the third sector is never simply a passive actant (Najam, 2000). In
response to uncertain funding and a changeable political environment, the third sector has become an
increasingly diverse set of organisations with hybridised structures (Smith, 2010) whose economic reliance
on the state, donations, fees and earned income creates an increasingly blurred and complicated landscape
between non- and for-profit motives (Phillips and Hebb, 2010). However, while the state has a symbiotic
relationship with the third sector in the provision of social welfare and services (Mohan and Mohan, 2002;
Yarwood, 2011) that has ee

ha a te ised

a

o i g f o tie

et ee the t o (Finlayson, 1994;

Kearns and Joseph, 1997; Mohan, 2003), we cannot simply relegate the latter to the position of a subcontractor of state services. At different times and in different contexts, third sector organisations can
operate both as insiders and outsiders; research by DeVerteuil and Wilson (2010) and Milligan and Fyfe
(2005) highlights the dynamism of these relationships and the richness in terms of their on-the-ground
materialisations.

They also remind us that these are about responses to welfare needs and so,
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fundamentally, about care, whether this is understood as an organisational or a moral issue (Milligan and
Fyfe, 2005). Equally, what emerges in these discussions is the unevenness in terms of spatial and social
engagement by the third sector – a situation arguably governed by their unplanned and often needs-based
emergence and differential engagement with the state and its resources. It is against this complex, uneven,
dynamic and politicised background that we position the military charities that form the focus of our
discussion.

2.1 Armed forces Charities in the UK
In this paper, we define military charities as those that provide some form of support for serving personnel,
veterans and their families. Many of these can trace their routes to WWI and a desire by the public to care
for the Service personnel and their families who had been wounded or bereaved in that conflict. Despite
B itish P i e Mi iste Llo d Geo ge s all fo a ou t

fit fo he oes to li e i

a d the introduction of

much social legislation, charities rather than the state were the backbone of welfare provision. Perhaps
curiously, few military charities were established following WWII although many regimental associations
were formed and thrived after this conflict; this may reflect the introduction of the NHS and National
Insurance as part of the post-war reconstruction programme that introduced Fordist state-led welfare to
the UK (Cowen, 2008b). Although military charities continued to play an important role, the duty of care
shifted substantially towards the state.
However, from the 1980s onwards there has been a rise in the formation of new military charities.
According to the Charity Commission (2012), 10-20 new military charities are registered each year in
England and Wales with registrations peaking in 2010 when 44 new charities were registered. This
coincided with a high point in British causalities in Afghanistan and widespread public support for their
plight. Military charities also witnessed a 14% increase in their income between 2008 and 2012 (Pozo and
Walker, 2014), requiring many to register for the first time, according to the 2006 Charity Act, as their
annual incomes topped £100,000v.
There are currently 2,050 charities associated with the armed forces in the UK (Ashcroft, 2014). These
include cadets, heritage charities, regimental associations, grant-making benevolent trusts and a range of
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specialist service delivery charities. vi Of these 18% are welfare-related and have a growing role given
current restructuring of the Services and the impacts of recent conflicts on Service leavers needs (Pozo and
Walker, 2014). half of these are members of the Confederation of British Service and Ex-Service
Organisations (COBSEO), an umbrella organisation that seeks to co-ordinate military charities, and
accounts for over 90% of third sector income to armed forces charities (Ashcroft, 2014). Despite the
number of military charities, most headquarters cluster in London and the South East suggesting that there
are spatial gaps in the provision of care from the third sector (Pozo and Walker, 2014).
The growing significance of military charities since the 1980s coincides with the well-documented state
oll a k f o

elfa e p o isio , pla i g g eate elia e o the olu ta

a d p i ate se to s to o k i

partnership to provide care (Peck and Tickell, 2002). Neoliberal strategies and welfare reforms mean that
(ex)Service personnel are likely to receive less support from the state (Walker, 2013).. This benefits the
state because the political risks of delivery responsibility are transferred while services are provided
apolitically, cheaply and with a degree of consumer choice (Chaney and Wincott, 2014; Wolch, 1990).
Fu the

o e,

ilita

ha ities help to e ol the pu li i the

deplo dis ou ses of he ois

ilita

a d state s

issio ;

a

ha ities

o the a io to aise the profile of serving personnel, and position them

as deserving of public sympathy and monetary support. At the same time, they are required by charity
la s to e apoliti al. B fo usi g o the li es of
s

pathise a d suppo t dese i g

ete a s

lokes vii affected by war, charities allow the public to

hile

uti g

iti is

of the

a s that aused this eed;

ho e e , the la elli g of soldie s as he oes i plies a ta it suppo t fo e e t a paig s. Mumford (2012)
argues that high-profile charities raised societal awareness of military veterans by humanising their stories
while, simultaneously, the-then coalition government developed policies based upon societal responsibility
for veterans. The clearest expression of this was in the introduction of the Armed Force Covenant (2010)
(AFC) that formalized the atio s

o al o ligatio to its a

ed fo es. Its t o

ai p i iples e e that

Service personnel should not be disadvantaged in relation to other civilians and that special consideration
should be given to the injured and the bereaved. There has also been a greater expectation that military
charities will support, rather than be supported by, the MoD (ibid); money raised by H4H has funded four
state-owned Personnel Recovery Centres.
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The State continues to support Service personnel in various ways, often prioritising veterans. Examples
i lude the MoD Joi t “e i e Housi g Ad i e Offi e, help to u s he es a d the T oops to Tea he s
programme; although their support for ex-Service personnel through Veterans UK appears more focused
on advice and support around pensions and compensation, alongside a 24 hour helpline and referral
service. The Ashcroft Review (2014) highlights that veterans are sometimes entitled to priority care from
the NHS while some local authorities prioritise veterans when allocating social housing. viii Nevertheless,
accessing these services may be problematic since some veterans, particularly younger ones with a short
service history, lack knowledge and experience of civilian institutions (Fossey, 2013) and may be unaware,
for example, of how to register for a doctor or how to obtain housing support when they become civilians.
There may also be a delay between leaving the Services and attempting to access help, either through lack
of knowledge or recognition that problems exist. Help for ex-Service personnel is only p o ided up to a
poi t (Pozo and Walker, 2014) and the third sector has been of particular importance in addressing gaps
during the recent recession and associated public sector cuts. However, the figurative minefield of welfare
provision remains challenging:
A Welsh ete a i

eed of a

o ilit s oote

ho se ed i the a ks of the Pa a hute Regiment

would be eligible to receive support from a range of charities, including the Airborne Forces Security
Fu d, the Pa a hute ‘egi e tal Asso iatio , ABF The “oldie s Cha it , ““AFA Fo es Help, the ‘BL
and other relevant funds. In this instance, it is highly likely that he or she would be referred to a
SSAFA Forces Help or RBL caseworker, who would then undertake a needs assessment on behalf of
the veteran and co-ordinate the support of the relevant armed forces ha ities (Charity
Commission, 2012)
Additionally, a veteran would also be able to access welfare from other state and charity providers that
serve the wider population and do not have a military remit. However, this highlights only the military side
of the complex civilian-military assemblage that must be negotiated in order to access welfare. We now
o e o to i t odu e the o ept of the

ou da

su je t as a a of u de sta di g ho the ete a s

and military charities in our study position themselves in the complex and over-lapping spaces of postservice welfare.
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3. Thinking through the welfare border zone: boundary subjects
While we may dispute the binary nature common when thinking about civilian-military relations, spaces
and practices, and recognise the constructed and contingent nature of this conceptualisation, it continues
to affect, to varying extents, the lives and experiences of individuals and organisations (Herman and
Yarwood, 2014). U de sta di g ou da ies the efo e o ti ues to e i po ta t e ause the disti guish
one domain or situation from another, orderi g a d si plif i g the e i o
Watson-Manheim et al., 2012: 34)

hile the heto i al a d p a ti al

e t (Ashforth, et al., 2000 in

ou da

o k of i stitutio s a d

individuals creates and maintains a systematic, intelligible and governable domain and identity. However,
this makes it easy for boundaries to appear as static signifiers of a container-like, reified space ignoring
both the possibility of individuals identifying with multiple spaces and the dynamism of how individuals
engage with boundaries, which leaves the latter as fluid, contextual and relational (Watson-Manheim et
al., 2012).
To date, theorisation has d a
ou da

o je ts ,

Gusto s

o Gie

s

ou da

o k to e plo e “ta a d G iese e s

hich enable intercommunication and consensus between different groups; and

ou da

o ga isatio s , si ila to A o a a d Cald ell s (1992)

ou da

spa

e s,

which manage the boundary, coordinating and facilitating action between domains. These literatures
recognise that boundary work can be strategic; it can function to include or exclude others, make particular
relations (in)visible or locate in relation to the boundary in certain, advantageous ways (Gieryn, 1999). This
is because of the anticipated necessity for interfaces between communities to bridge perceived and actual
differences (Karsten et al., 2001),

hi h d a s po e to those ope ati g o the g ou d a oss these

boundary zones, allowing them to be simultaneously sites of connection and separation (O'Leary et al.,
2013). Whethe

e like it o

ot ou da ies keep oppi g up (Edwards and Fowler, 2007: 121) but how

do we recognise a boundary when it does? Following Watson-Manheim et al (2012) a boundary is only
understood as such when it causes a discontinuity but we also argue that only when a disruption draws
attention to the presence of difference is a boundary performed through both discourse and praxis. This
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disruption could be triggered by the realisation of a discrepancy between expectations and reality, by the
experience of something novel or extraordinary or when attention is deliberately drawn to it.
When we explore the role of the third sector it is clear that it occupies an increasingly problematic
conceptual terrain between the state, society and market in terms of welfare provision. On the one hand
these organisations usually emerged from the grassroots in response to particular needs and issues, and
now provide relief to an ever- o e disa

ed elfa e state (Bode and Brandsen, 2014: 1056) – a move

given further impetus by the post-2008 global recession (Chaney and Wincott, 2014) – through locally
grounded, participatory and innovative responses. On the other, in a funding environment governed by
austerity measures, many are either increasingly dependent on government contracts, which act in tension
with their position as independent actors (Alcock, 2012) and, arguably, situate them as state instruments
(Defourny and Nyssens, 2010) or are becoming hybridised through a growing reliance on the market for
income (Phillips and Hebb, 2010; Smith, 2010). This highlights the complicated and uneven balancing act
which the third sector has to negotiate between financial sustainability, policy impact, service provision,
organisational identity and responsibility to users, and positions these organisations as operating within,
across and in tension with the border-zones between community, state and market (Brandsen and Pestoff,
2006). While boundary objects such as state-thi d se to o pa ts a t as egotiated

idges a oss these

organisational and rhetorical boundaries, conceptualising the third sector organisations themselves as
boundary objects, organisations or scanners is simplistic. Their active and strategic negotiation of this
te ai

efe s to so ethi g

o e tha si pl a

we therefore propose the o ept of the
A

ou da

i f ast u tu al phe o e a (Gal et al., 2004: 197), and

ou da

su je t to add ess this theo eti al gap.

su je t is a i di idual o o ga isatio

ho has the apa ilit to choose how they engage

with community, market or state spaces while remaining subject to, and dependent on, the interactions
enforced by the perceived boundaries between them. As both Najam (2000) and Alcock (2012) note, even
when the state or market is dominant, the third sector still has agency within the relationship.
Furthermore, these organisations arguably rely on the continuing perception of a boundary between the
state, market and welfare users to make the case for their continuing utility through their unique capacity
to work with and across these disparate groups (Bode and Brandsen, 2014). Their existence is therefore
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dependent on the continuation of these boundaries, which need to be maintained through rhetorical and
practical boundary work in order to claim authority within the sector and to distinguish from other,
o peti g o ga isatio s. This e og ises that the ou da

su je t is ot o l i ol ed i

egulating the

trading zone that exists between, in the context of this paper, military and civilian cultures but is also
engaged in enacting other spatial logics (Law and Singleton, 2005). It is extremely timely to consider how
these ideas can be applied to understanding the provision of welfare across military and civilian domains,
especially given recent initiatives aimed at supporting the well-being of ex- and serving Service personnel.
I the UK, fo e a ple, the AFC ai s to lose the di ide

et ee

ilita

a d i ilia

o lds

e olling

state, private and voluntary organisations into local civilian-military partnerships to support troops and
their families. In the following sections we empirically explore the ways in which military charities
negotiate their positions as boundary subjects, using techniques to simultaneously bridge but also
perpetuate the civilian-military divide for their service users, highlighting the vested interests and
conflicting relations that shape this welfare terrain.

4. Bridging the Divide: maintaining the Service Family
For veterans, i espe ti e of thei su ess i t a sitio o thei ti e out of the “e i es, se ti e ts of loss
we e o

o a d pe siste t, ith i di iduals oti g that lea i g the Na

is a it like losi g ou pa e ts

(Veteran B, Interview, 26/06/12), and these feelings were often exacerbated by a corresponding loss of
identity:
You e ee pa t of a spe ial g oup of people. You

a feel spe ial, ou look diffe e t, ou a t

diffe e t, ou ha e ou o

la guage… a d all of a sudde

ules, ou ha e ou o

ou e ot

(Veteran A, Interview, 26/07/12)
However, military organisations can lessen the impact of this rupture through offering a degree of
continuity spatially and relationally in terms of being part of a community, offering a support network of
like-minded people as well as language and attitudes. Service charities, which are civilian organisations,
deploy terms used by the military in order to maintain a close alignment with active units. The term esprit
de corps is widely used i the “e i es to des i e the fighti g spi it a d t aditio s of a u it. Ma
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ete a s

charities also utilise the term, extending it beyond the space occupied by a unit or the time spent serving
it in order to provide a sense of continuation. These terms are used most widely by regimental/unit
ai tai

associations, which aim to

foste esp it de o ps a o gst [thei ]

o ta t et ee past a d p ese t
e

e

e s of egi e t[s] a d to

e s (MoD 2014).

Significant numbers of organisations seek to bridge the discontinuity experienced upon moving from
military to civilian culture by linking veterans with their former units as well as serving personnel. The
Royal Marines Association (RMA), for example, aims to maintain and promote esprit de corps and
co

adeship a o gst all ‘o al Ma i es a d thei fa ilies, past a d p ese t (RMA 2014), and emphasizes

this th ough the sloga

o ea

a i e, al a s a

a i e ; an active positioning by the charity as serving

both current and former marines, and their families, emphasizes inter-generational solidarity. In addition,
this o

e tio to a u it positio s the ‘MA i a lea

i he ithi the

a ket of the “e i e-focused third

sector, providing a strong aiso d et e for its existence because the charity receives support and
membership from the Royal Marines, while the welfare of the unit is enhanced by the charity. Many
ha ities use the e pli it te
e a ple “AFFA uses the

fa il

to st e gthe this o d, a d e phasize thei spe ifi

a di g O e Fo es Fa il to su

ole; fo

a ise its e it of suppo t a oss all th ee

Services.
Service charities operationalise this bridging role through creating various forms of liminal border zones
for veterans and their families; these can be virtual, through websites or newsletters, or tangible such as
social clubs. The RBL is one of the most well-k o
se i es, it oo di ates

a hes a d lu s i

ete a s

ha ities i the UK a d, a o gst othe

ost UK ities, hi h p o ide a pla e he e old o s go to

d i k ee a d talk a out old ti es (Veteran B, Interview, 26/06/12). For some, any form of connection is
beneficial and so numerous techniques are deployed …to keep i tou h ith people o Li kedI o i the
lo al pu , the B itish Legio , a thi g eall (Veteran C, Interview, 24/06/12). Military charities also serve
as

idges i te

s of e plo

e t a d olu tee i g, as o e ete a

o

e ted:

We ha e al a s do e uite a lot fo the B itish Legio . “o although that is still
those people a e o

i ilia s a d o ki g i

12

i

ilita , a lot of

st eet (Veteran E, Interview, 07/12/12)

The latter emphasizes the liminal nature of spaces provided by organisations such as the RBL. Most of the
representatives of military charities that we spoke with were veterans, which highlights the blurred
boundaries within the organisations themselves because while they are often staffed and populated by
former military personnel, they are not formally part of the military:
I left the Na

i

a d I lite all left o a F ida a d sta ted he e o a Mo da … it s just like a

continuation of our lives in the Navy. I answer the phone and I use my title when speaking to people
ho a e just like e. “o, it s just like a u paid - I

ot paid

the Navy - extension of naval life.

(Organisation 4, Interview, 26/06/12)
Many of the specific unit associations organise annual reunions, which were important to some of our
interviewees, although not all. Some wanted a clear separation between their military and civilian selves
and lives, using the discontinuity between these spheres to move on with no regrets. For others, the
opportunity to reminisce with former comrades enabled them to connect the different parts of their lives.
For many, the military was more than just a career but also a lifestyle, a community and a way of relating
to others; reunions allow people to reflect on experiences that their civilian friends are not able to relate
to. While in general these reunions were just to enjoy the camaraderie of remembrance, for others these
spaces were more challenging as they connected them back into military networks and spaces, which they
were desperate to regain access to:
…it as alled the City Naval Lunch Clu … e e

eati g those spa es agai so that ou a

eet

ou old hu s a d ou a talk a out old ti es … You got lots of people ho a e li i g a d o ki g
i a i ilia e i o

e t, despe atel atte pti g to

ai tai this “e i e ide tit

(Organisation 4,

Interview, 26/06/12)
These so ial spa es a d fa il fo used p a ti es a e asso iated ith o
welfare, at the kind of stage-one low-le el of

elfa e O ga isatio

adeship a d

, I te ie ,

/

e
/

e ship a d
, a d efle t

part of the jigsaw of provision by Service charities. So far we have focused on those practices and activities
hi h

idge the i a

ut the o ple te ai of this o de zo e e ui es that se i e o ga isatio s

enact multiple relations i te

s of ho

the

egotiate thei positio as

ou da

su je ts a d the

services this enables them to provide to end-users. For the latter, sometimes the military-civilian boundary
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is ot e pe ie ed as

idged ut as

ossed , a d e e plo e this e pe ie e th ough ho o ga isatio s

support the post-transition welfare needs of veterans.

5. Crossing the Divide: Post-Transition Welfare
For the majority, the military to civilian transition is experienced relatively seamlessly with few having
significant or long-term problems in terms of employment, debt, housing, relationships or health (Ashcroft,
2014). However, for some, transition comes as a shock because it represents more than just the loss of
their job:
“o, the lose thei health. The lose thei jo . The lose thei ho e. The lose thei e ti e suppo t
et o k, all i a e

sho t spa e of ti e (Organisation 10, Interview, 16/08/12).

Cowen (2005) has argued that the military provides its personnel with access to forms of welfare that might
otherwise be inaccessible to civilians; however this form of military welfare-for-work can create problems
when individuals leave the welfare safety net that the Services provide:
The e has al a s ee so eo e to fall a k o . Wo st o es to o st, ou fa il falls apa t, ou
k o , ou get di o ed o othe

its a d pie es… I the past, ou ould just

o e a ko

oa d [i.e.

out of family accommodation]… The da afte they leave the service, if your marriage breaks down for
hate e

easo , o o e s i te ested. The se i e is t i te ested (Organisation 7, Interview,

26/07/12)
In preparation for leaving the Services, personnel are given guidance and training on returning to civilian
life that includes advice on accommodation, health care, welfare and, significantly, the organisations that
e ist to help the

if the e ou te a

p o le s. Ce tai l , as the uotes a o e suggest, the “e i es

responsibility for welfare ends when personnel leave with this responsibility being transferred to the state
and the third sector. The state remains responsible for administering some forms of welfare and advice;
Veterans UK, which is funded by the MoD, administers military pensions and compensation payments while
veterans, like any member of the British public, can turn to local authorities for welfare in terms of housing
and healthcare. Nonetheless, one interviewee argued that this was not enough for many personnel:
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The go e

e t has e e tl do e this thi g a out easo a le p efe e e to a ds ete a s, ut….

it s o l a u so

od a d the e s o legal o pulsio

ehi d it. “o, lo al autho ities ha e got

other stuff to do ... they are never going to prioritise vete a s to the e te t e a t, that s just
the fact. The MoD fo us hea il o t a sitio a d do t do e
ete a s. The

el o the olu ta

u h a ou d the lo g te

se to to do that (Organisation 9, Interview, 20/08/12)

This increasing reliance on Service charities reflects the broader trends towards state-third sector
partnerships in the delivery of welfare services, and many of our UK interviewees were keen to highlight
thei o ga isatio s ole i this

elfa e jigsa . According to one interviewee, his charity was more

a essi le to ete a s e ause of its ou da

su je t status:

The do t t ust the MoD… e ause e e i depe de t a d this gu [the advisor] was a war vet,
he s got o a e to g i d. He s totall i depe de t, good at thi d pa t ad i e … he ll fi
so e fo

of ti

e to get

a pe sio . He does that all the ti e, lood e pe t… (Organisation 8,

Interview, 19/06/12)
Here, the liminal nature of the organisations, as evidenced by their staffing by veterans, enables them to
provide a more empathetic and secure service to those who have crossed the boundary and require
support. Milligan and Fyfe (2005) note that the general trend towards professionalization in many third
sector organisations is impacting on their connections with volunteers from their original support base; yet
military charities combine professionalization with the continuing engagement of ex-Services personnel
perhaps because of their skills and continuing desire to be a part of, and supportive to, the wider Services
fa il .
Many military charities used their positioning as one within a patchwork of providers to signpost people
towards the most appropriate – state or non-state – agencies indicating an increasing level of cooperation
within the sector:
… he so eo e o es to us ith a issue, if e a 't deal ith it, e do t sa , We e te i l
so
the

. I a t see these people. We effe ti el sha e details a d ha d the
to the app op iate ha it o o ga isatio that a help the

26/07/12)
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over or signposting

(Organisation 7, Interview,

According to Pozo and Walker (2014) the military charity sector shows greater cooperation than other
charitable sub-sectors. Despite this evidence of collaboration, organisations remained critical of each
othe s a ti ities a d, i deed, of the state agencies involved in welfare, particularly the Career Transition
Partnership (CTP), the official route through which all ex-service personnel cross into civilian life:
I do t pe so all ha e a e high opi io of hat the CTP offe s. It s do e o a o t a t ith a
o ga isatio

alled ‘ight Ma age e t… The a e paid pe head if people pass through the Career

Transition Workshop. They look after them in theory for two years before to two years after. The
service is a very perfunctory two-and-a-half da

ou se…It does gi e a e ee of looki g at the

outside world and generally speaking the gentlemen on the course are so excited by somebody
sudde l taki g a i te est i the

a d the all sa ... Gosh that as eall good tha k ou. But

if you look at the product in terms of the CVs they produce, the lack of any networking campaign
o fo us…A d that s he e e put a lot of ou fo us… e p o ide a o ta t list of e -officers who
a e p epa ed to help… But the CTP does t do a

of that (Organisation 6, Interview, 13/07/12)

We suggest that the particular critique of the CTP indicates both the strength and weakness of these
organisations through their purported successes, which highlights their capacity to provide an alternative
service, as well as their tenuous position as boundary subjects. They need to demonstrate the benefits of
their particular, non-state positioning and strategy to providing an effective and sustainable boundary
crossing for end-users. By utilising ex-Service personnel within their organisations, they are arguably better
placed than the state agencies to connect with service users and so they are often recognised by ex-Service
personnel as a first port of call. Many of the charities were very proactive in making service personnel
aware of the support they offer both for those serving and ex-Service personnel:
I

ite a lette a d I gi e it to a se i e pe sonnel organisation who then forwards the letters on to

these guys, just making them aware of me. Most of them probably put it in their back pocket and
thi k I

ight eed that o e da

... E e

to use me o hoose to ha e o ta t ith

od

ho lea es is a a e of

e is up to the

e, hethe the

hoose

(Organisation 4, Interview, 26/06/12)

Organisations thus maintain their liminality in order to be able to speak, Janus-like, to both military and
civilian worlds. This makes them critical boundary subjects in that they have the capacity to shape how
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individuals experience the boundary through acting as gatekeepers both to others in the state and nonstate sectors, as well as guiding those entering the military or civilian spaces who require it. Their work
ith se i g pe so

el a d thei fa ilies is also pe ti e t as o ga isatio s also egotiate the latte s

engagements with civilian cultures with one organisation noting that debt is currently the biggest social
challenge for the serving personnel they support (Organisation 5, Interview, 30/06/12).
However, only a few of our ex-Service personnel interviewees had ever used military charities and selfide tified as ha i g ee

su essful i thei t a sitio

ith little eed fo suppo t i

ossi g the

boundary.ix When they did use service charities, our respondents highlighted the selective way in which
they negotiated their path through this complex terrain:
I e ot used a

fi a ial help. I had a it of a p o le

ith

flash a ks f o

Bos ia. I just

eeded the , ou k o , so e od to talk to… Fi a iall , o. I feel a it guilt aski g e ause
that s hat gu s f o Afgha ista a d I a
I a t to go a d do this fo

eed ... I ould go a d sa , Hi. Ca

ou gi e

e this?

…? But I feel, the e a e o e dese i g people … the thi g is I do t

eed it… (Veteran M, Interview, 14/09/12)
There was a general sense of reluctance to draw on the help that was available, with the suggestion that
there were more deserving cases expressed by many former Service personnel, who largely felt that they
had the capacity to negotiate their own paths with minimal assistance. Despite this, there was an
appreciation that it as good to ha e the ha ities the e just i
It is i e to k o

ase :

that the e a e pla es outside of the o

al Go e

e t u eau a ,

oe

someone like the British Legion who have seen so many cases that they can actually fight your
corner. “o, eah, it s good a d

ek o

the a e a e

alua le se i e (Veteran N, Interview,

13/12/2012)
How individuals engaged with the military charity sector positions the way they negotiate the militarycivilian border zone as qualitatively different to the experiences of organisations. While they are boundary
subjects in the sense that, largely, they have the capability to choose how they engage with military and
civilian spaces, they are more transient and mobile and hence not dependent on the continuation of the
binary in the same way that organisations are. While their identities often remain informed by their
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military experiences and so, in a sense, they inhabit this liminal space, it is more at a personal, micro-scale
and they do not rely on the separation between military and civilian cultures which, at the institutional
scale, makes organisations simultaneously (dis)empowered within this sector.
o ga isatio s positio s ha ge as ho the

Furthermore, while

elate to ea h othe , the state a d ommunities changes this

remains relatively bounded. In contrast, individuals appeared to have more fluid experiences of this border
zone as an embodied element in their everyday lives, which they can cross and re-cross in both the short
and long term through employment (re-enlisting or working for a military charity) or leisure (at a reunion,
in the pub or while reminiscing with former comrades). We argue therefore that a continuum of civilianmilitary identities/spaces/practices is better suited to represent the dynamic, flexible, contingent and
multi-directional relationships that both organisations and individuals have.

6. The Camouflaged and Competitive Terrain of Military Welfare Provision
Despite efforts at inter-agency referral and collaboration, the proliferation of the military third sector,
combined with changing and competitive relations with the state, presents a confusing welfare landscape.
The continuum introduced above helps to capture the fluctuating insider/outsider status as government
tenders and community- ased e e ts o e a d go, ha gi g the d a i s of o ga isatio s elatio ships.
If, as Cowen suggests, the military provides a form of welfare-for-work, it is delivered via an increasingly
complex array of agencies; after Wolch (1990), we suggest that the third sector is providing former and
se i g pe so

el

ith

elfa e se i es that a gua l should e the state s espo si ilit . Withi the

military charity sector there remains a plurality in terms of organisational model from more grassroots
o ga isatio s to o po atist st u tu es ut a o

o th ead i ou i te ie ees dis ussio s

as the

potential for tension within the relationship with the state:
I thi k so etimes, they [government] see us as a use e ts… The

e the e to sa e

o e a d

e e attli g to fight fo people s ights, a d ou k o , so eti es, it s too o fli ti g. Yeah, I do
thi k that so eti es the see us as a it of a agg a atio … (Organisation 10, Interview,
16/08/12)
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Many commentators position this tension as important in maintaining a healthy and responsive democracy
(Phillips and Hebb, 2010) but at an organisational level the dichotomy presented by the need to balance
partnership working with an independent stance can put a strain on, and reduce the coherence of, the
mission (Smith, 2010). It is a contemporary reality that military charities form part of the mixed terrain of
welfare provision that is now available to serving and former personnel. Arguably the proliferation of the
third sector in military welfare from the 1980s has meant that these organisations form a patterned ground
between military and civilian spaces that is blurred and overlapping. It is not only difficult for outside
observers to distinguish the outlines of individual organisations but is also hard for those leaving the
Services to position themselves in relation to this complicated and ambiguous terrain, despite the
signposting by organisations mentioned above, because:
I do t thi k that they necessarily recognise us for what we do as much as they could or should.
A d

a e that s e ause the e a e too

a

of us fo the

to deal

ith a d fo the

to

u de sta d hat e all do (Organisation 10, Interview, 16/08/12)
While this diversity did offer opportunities for partnership working, evidence of tensions between
organisations persist because of the competition for resources and authority. For example, we detected
indications of resentment towards newer charities such as H4H, launched in 2

. It s

essage of suppo t

and campaigns for those injured across the tri-se i es aught the pu li s i agi atio , esulti g i o e
£131m in unrestricted funds from voluntary income (2008-2012) (H4H, 2014a). However, it is clear from
the H4H website that they have been criticised for detracting publicity and funding from established Service
charities:
The publicity generated by H4H has meant that all Service charities have benefited considerably
f o the fo us o this ge e atio s ou ded… “i e H4H sta ted, othe “e i e ha ities ha e see
their income increase by more than 25%... Media interest in H4H has attracted attention to the
important role that Servicemen and women play (H4H, 2014b).
Despite these claims, the politicised terrain of post-t a sitio
who have fought in conflicts since 2001 is controversial:
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elfa e ea s that H H s fo us o pe so

el

The diffe e e ei g that H4H, I
ha e se ed si e

ot ei g pat o isi g he e, ut the o l do it fo people ho

. “o, if ou e e a Falkla ds et a d ou eeded help, do t go to H4H, the

a t help ou. O if ou a e a No the

I ela d et, ou k o . “o, that s the diffe e e. Just a

s all poi t eall , ut sig ifi a t (Organisation 8, Interview, 19/06/12)
I ea , I

a little it jealous a out H4H a d all that … We e e had that ki d of support, and yet

we did the Gulf, Ireland, Bosnia, and Belize. I mean, Belize, to me, was horrendous because we
e e out a k i the 8 s. No o e talks a out that … “o, it s e
e og ised. To

good i a se se that it s o

e, it s like a it too late… (Veteran M, Interview, 14/09/12)

This further highlights the complexity of this sector with multiple charities and organisations working across
the multiple needs of the tri-services, while some focus on a single issue, others are broader in scope
connecting to a particular regiment, service or time frame, while others take a holistic approach:
… ou e got a hole aft of p i ate, ha ita le, a d state i te e tio s agai st the hole aft of
different requirements, whether required at early service team or the wounded, the injured, and
the si k, the
ho s do e

edi all dis ha ged, the
ea s, the

i ist

dis ha ged, the pe so

e all diffe e t, a d the fa il

ho s do e 4

ea s ago,

e ui e e ts a e diffe e t too

(Organisation 2, Interview, 25/06/12)
Attempts have been made through COBSEO to clarify this environment and it has attempted to group
charities into clusters in a bid to improve information sharing and partnership working. Despite these
efforts towards harmonisation, the military welfare landscape remains a confusing terrain of multiple
organisations and changing relationships. Through their delivery of welfare provision, military charities
support ex-Service personnel in their experiences of moving both ways along the military-civilian
continuum but, ultimately, their position as boundary subjects shapes these interactions. Dependent on
the continuation of the boundary to justify their role in this ever more complex, overlapping and
competitive welfare landscape, this impacts on how care is experienced and accessed by the end-user,
arguably perpetuating this multiplicity as organisations continue to strive to maintain their positions and
relative power. Furthermore, in their rhetoric and practices, organisations both implicitly and explicitly
reinforce the perception of the binary on which they depend, which may not always be helpful or useful
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fo a i di idual s elfa e e ui e e ts. Fi all , the p olife atio of the thi d se to a d its h

idisatio ,

consequent of the changing role of the state, uncertain funding and changing political environments
(Smith, 2010), means that while military welfare remains grounded in relations of care, it is also increasingly
entangled in broader networks of market forces and inter-agency politics.

7. Conclusions
While we agree with Woodward (2004) that the military-civilian divide is blurred and porous, we argue that
it remains important to understand and analyse this boundary because of its continuing discursive and
practical performance by the third sector, state and ex-Service personnel; it clearly remains an important
factor in shaping identities and relations (Herman and Yarwood, 2014). In this paper we focus on two of
the multiple ways in which people engage with this boundary – bridging and crossing – to analyse the
confused patterned-ground and complex inter-agency politics that characterise and govern Servicefocused welfare in the UK. The rollback of the welfare state has allowed for the increasing role of the third
se to i this a e a a d, i this pape , e p o ided i sights i to the o ple

atu e of the latte s elatio s

with this border zone between military and civilian as well as between the state, market and community.
We noted that, while military charities have a caring role in supporting individuals making the transition to
Ci

“t eet , thei ele a e a d ole e ai s fu da e tall dependent on the continuing perception of

a divide. They therefore have an interest in perpetuating and servicing perceived differences between
military and civilian spaces, cultures and needs as well as emphasizing their liminal status, which they
position as enhancing their welfare authority and capacity in contrast to the state and market. We
o eptualise these o ga isatio s as ou da

su je ts , uildi g o p e ious theo isatio s of ou da ies

to include more active agency, tactical positioning and the contingency of a more relational understanding
of border-zones. This offers a more contextually grounded conceptual framing of the role of the third
sector in military welfare, which is useful as it connects this into the broader economies and politics in
which this also increasingly operates.
Recognising the role of boundary subjects in perpetuating the military-civilian binary discourse has
important implications for shaping the geographies and social orderings of military welfare. Here, relations
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of care become recognised as embedded in the broader politics and market forces inherent in agencies
jostling for authority and survival. In turn, this shapes the delivery of welfare and how it is experienced
arguably establishing more changeable and contingent environments of care for individuals to negotiate.
This highlights the dynamism and complexity of the relations between individual ex-Service personnel and
ilita

ha ities, ith the fo

e

ot just as se i e use s ut as a ti e age ts i

hat a d ho the use,

as well as how the charities the sel es a e f a ed. To us, this suggests that e e though a i a

persists

in the language and actions of military charities, the self-understandings and performances of all the actors
i this post-“e i e la ds ape is ette u de stood as a ontinuum. This operates both ways, at multiple
scales and is fluid and contextual; an organisation may position itself simultaneously closer to one end to
connect to a particular regiment and to the other to draw on support. An individual may change how they
ide tif du i g the ou se of a o e satio a d, e e afte

a

ea s as a i ilia , a still d a

o

military experiences.
One consequence of this boundary subject status for organisations is a co-option into neoliberal welfare
strategies. Although charities and other NGOs may critique the rollback of the state and increasing
emphasis on individual responsibility, the needs that this has left unaddressed provides a justification for
their existence, which they are unlikely to criticise. The proliferation of military charities in recent years
combined with the continuing, if limited, role of state agencies leaves the delivery of welfare services a
competitive arena in which the politics of survival jostle with the responsibility to do the best for the service
user. Popular perceptions of the latter – those in need of welfare support – have changed over time with
circumstances and legislation but arguably the Victorian-e a sepa atio

of the dese i g a d

u dese i g poo pe sists. Although the social covenant made between military personnel and the state
arguably ends when the former leave the Services, it continues to shape public attitudes towards ex-Service
i di iduals. This is o ilised

ilita

ha ities th ough the dis ou se of the he oi poo , a depoliti ised

but deserving individual; despite this, the fact that ex-“e i e pe so

el fo

% of Lo do s ho eless

(Johnsen et al., 2008) and 9.1% of English and Welsh prisoners (MacManus and Wessely, 2011) indicates
that the promises of in and post-Service welfare are not always being met. A clearer and more navigable
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welfare system is essential to support ex-“e i e pe so
o

u it to just ei g… just a o

el

ho a e going from a small close-knit

al pe so (Veteran C, interview, 10/12/12).
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i

For example, 9150 personnel were reduced from the regular UK Armed Services in 2013 Berman, G. and T. Rutherford (2013). Defence
Personnel Statistics. London, House of Commons Library. as the Ministry of Defence (MoD) works to address a £38bn funding gap National
Audit Office (2012). Managing Change in the Defence Workforce, MoD.
ii
“a pled f o COB“EO s data ase of ilita ha ities.
iii

To preserve the anonymity of our interviewees we refer to them as Veteran A, B etc. and Organisation 1, 2 etc.

iv

Perhaps tellingly, there are no official data that precisely record the number of veterans in the UK.as the Census does not include a
question on this issue. The data for Plymouth are based on estimates derived by the RBL and the Office of National Statistics.
v
The number of registered armed forces charities actually fell by 7% between 2009-2012 (Charity Commission 2012). These reflected the
disbandment of World War Two regimental associations as their active membership fell away and the merger of others. In 2012, the
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income of many military charities started to decline (Pozo and Walker 2014) as operations in Afghanistan were scaled back and then
ended in 2014.
vi
These include those with a focus on veterans, social needs, skills and training, employment, financial support and advice, support for the
families of Service personnel, disability support and rehabilitation, counselling and medical care, care homes, accommodation and
benevolence.
vii
In its launch speech Help for Heroes founder Br Pa stated It's a out the ' lokes', the e a d o e of the A ed Fo es Help
for Heroes 2014)
viii
This report provides comprehensive detail on the welfare services available to those leaving the forces and the difficulties some face in
accessing them.
ix
Ou fo us o su essful t a sitio add essed a esea h gap e ause e isti g studies o
ilita -civilian transition have predominantly
focused on those with mental/physical illnesses; see, for example, Higate (2001) and Johnsen et al (2008).
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